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ABSTRACT As a result of the difficulties brought by COVID-19 and its associated lockdowns, many
individuals and companies have turned to robots in order to overcome the challenges of the pandemic.
Compared with traditional human labor, robotic and autonomous systems have advantages such as an
intrinsic immunity to the virus and an inability for human-robot-human spread of any disease-causing
pathogens, though there are still many technical hurdles for the robotics industry to overcome. This survey
comprehensively reviews over 200 reports covering robotic systems which have emerged or have been
repurposed during the past several months, to provide insights to both academia and industry. In each chapter,
we cover both the advantages and the challenges for each robot, finding that robotics systems are overall apt
solutions for dealing with many of the problems brought on by COVID-19, including: diagnosis, screening,
disinfection, surgery, telehealth, care, logistics, manufacturing and broader interpersonal problems unique
to the lockdowns of the pandemic. By discussing the potential new robot capabilities and fields they applied
to, we expect the robotics industry to take a leap forward due to this unexpected pandemic.

INDEX TERMS COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, robots, autonomous systems, drones, review, survey, public
health, sensors, learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused
by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2), is considered as once-in-a-century pan-
demic [1], [2]. At the time of this manuscript was finalized
(December 14, 2020), the total infected cases worldwide
have reached 72.5 million, and over 1.62 million people have
died. While an effective and affordable vaccine may still not
be ready [3], society is taking actions to flatten the case
curve, e.g., suggesting citizens wear masks, practice social
distancing, and intermittent lockdowns in different scales.
From a technical perspective, people have started deploy-

ing robots to deal with the current difficulties brought
by COVID-19, such as, stopping this highly conta-
gious virus from further spreading, improving efficiency
within specific industries, and continuing necessary social
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functions [4], [5]. For instance, the IEEE Foundation has
funded multiple robotics projects in combat to COVID-19,
especially in developing countries and regions [6], [7]. In this
paper, we provide a comprehensive survey of robotic systems
which emerged or have been repurposed during the pandemic.

A. MOTIVATION

1) SARS-CoV-2 AS A HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS VIRUS

A big challenge for COVID-19 is its high contagiousness and
infection fatality rate. Robots provide a very good solution to
this since the virus can not replicate itself inside a robot, and
the use of robots heavily reduces person-to-person contact.
Elderly care facilities are especially at risk to heavy break-
outs because of relatively enclosed spaces with intrinsically
vulnerable population. Without a robot, healthy residents in
these facilities face much higher risks of getting infected by
others, e.g., an asymptomatic nurse, and then spreading it
to more at-risk individuals. Many companies have migrated
away from in-person interactions with customers and towards
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working remotely for employees (e.g., from home [8]) [9].
Although digital information can be transmitted virtually
while people are isolated from each other, some necessary
physical activities and resources are cannot be migrated
online. Thus, robots could be of help in tasks like delivery
and automated manufacturing (detailed in Part VI).

2) INCREASE EFFICIENCY IN MANY INDUSTRIES

While the direct threat from COVID-19 is infection with
the SARS-CoV-2 virus, the negative social impacts are more
than just this. Many industries like restaurants and tourism
have had to close or to increase overhead due to the reduc-
tion in human activity caused by COVID-19 and lockdowns.
The global economy optimistically waits for the vaccine,
but even rapid and affordable COVID-19 tests are yet to
be implemented [10]. With the reduction of active human
resources in producing food, delivering necessary goods, and
providing medical care, robots are an ideal means increase
efficiency in many industries, including personal protec-
tive equipment (PPE) manufacturing, infection diagnosis and
screening, vaccine development, and social distancing [11]
and [12].

3) CONTINUITY OF SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

Almost every corner of society has been affected by the pan-
demic and its associated lockdowns. To continue social func-
tions, responses need to be made quickly and strategically.
Taking public transportation as an example, shared vehicles
such as buses, trains, airplanes, need to be fully sanitized fre-
quently [13]. The lockdowns in many cities have drastically
altered the shared economy concept (e.g., Uber and Lyft)
and tourism. On the other hand, players in the food supply
chain including agriculture, food producers, restaurants are
suffering from the risk that workers get infected. Healthcare
systems facemore pressure, coming not only from the spiking
numbers of new infected cases, but also from the existing
needs for elderly care and chronic illness care [14]. Patients
with heart disease, cancer, or diabetes suffer since their activ-
ities of daily living (ADL) which already face challenges
from their chronic conditions face more challenges [15], [16].
Furthermore, existing global insurance institutions and poli-
cies are inadequate, and these require significant changes and
improvements [17]. Environmental protection is also under
the pressure of battling with COVID-19 (e.g., robots used for
collecting trash).

B. DEFINITION & COVERAGE

This paper provides an in-depth survey on the current
progress of robotic systems development in tackling with
challenges brought by COVID-19 pandemic. While there
has been some coverage on robots during COVID-19
like [18]–[22] and [23]–[25], they are preliminary and not
comprehensive enough.
We consider autonomous systems with real, physical enti-

ties as robotic systems. Usually they contain both sen-
sors (e.g., IR sensors on mobile platforms) and actuators

(e.g., electric motors on serial robotic manipulator). On the
contrary, there are reviews on, e.g., computer vision tech-
niques utilized in COVID-19 [26], which are not our focus
here.

With the considerations above, the authors included drones
in this review, but excluded smart wearables, internet of
things (IoT), standalone computer vision techniques without
real, physical entity. Over 200 reports have been covered.

C. ORGANIZATION

Shown in Fig. 1 we made, the rest of the survey paper is
organized as follows. In Part II, we discuss robotic systems
used for COVID-19 diagnosis and screening; in Part III,
we talk about robots used for UV-based and liquid-based
disinfection; in Part IV, we cover surgical robots and those for
telehealth during the pandemic; in Part V, we introduce social
and care robotic systems and discuss the important roles they
play during lockdowns; Part VI lists many robotic systems
in logistics and manufacturing; in Part VII, we cover robotic
systems that are not easily categorized in the aforementioned
sections. Part VIII provides a summary and synthesizes our
findings.

II. DIAGNOSIS & SCREENING

It is widely confirmed that diagnosis and screening are critical
for containing the spread of the pandemic [27]–[29]. There-
fore, increasing the testing accuracy and capacity has become
an essential public health challenge. Many researchers have
developed different diagnostic techniques to increase the effi-
ciency and accuracy of COVID-19 testing [19], [30]–[33].
Compared with previous pandemics in history [34], [35],
one highlight of this pandemic is that since the early stage
of the outbreak [36], robots have already been extensively
used [18], [22], [24], [37] in many creative and practical
ways. Robots are showing tremendous potentials in fight-
ing against this pandemic by accomplishing many routine
tasks that conventionally require large amount of human
labor, such as diagnosis [38], screening [39], mask-wearing
checking [20], [26], increasing the test capacities [40], ask-
ing screening questions [41], etc. Moreover, robots of all
forms are employed during this pandemic, such as sta-
tionary manipulators [42]–[44], drones [45]–[47], wheeled
robots [48], mobile manipulators [49], desktop robot [50],
social robots [51], etc.

A. DIAGNOSIS

1) COVID-19 DIAGNOSIS & PRE-DIAGNOSIS

Swabbing is a commonly used method to collect the patients’
samples to test for the SARS-CoV-2 virus. However, man-
ually operated swab processing inevitably exposes nurses
to potential infections and manual collection is not able
to meet large testing needs. Moreover, the quality of the
manual collections can be inconsistent from one collec-
tor to another. Therefore, many researchers have developed
different robots [52]–[54] to automate or accelerate swab
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FIGURE 1. Organization of the survey. Part I: Introduction; Part II: Diagnosis & Screening; Part III: Disinfection; Part IV: Surgery & Telehealth; Part V:
Social & Care; Part VI: Logistics & Manufacturing; Part VII: Other Robots; Part VIII: Summary.

sample collection (Fig. 2(a)). Oropharyngeal (OP) swab-
bing is widely used for viral nucleic acid detection. In [52],
a robotic sampling system, which can be remotely con-
trolled, was developed. The robot has force control mode
during the sampling, and can reduce the sampling time by
50% while achieving a sampling success rate 95%, which is
comparable to the manual sampling. Nasopharyngeal (NP)
swab is also an effective way for a COVID-19 diagnosis.
In [53], researchers developed a low-cost miniature robot
that can be remotely controlled to take nasopharyngeal

samples. The core part of this robot is a two-degree-of-
freedom (DOF) end-of-arm-tooling (EOAT) with transla-
tional and rotational motions. The average force ranges from
0.35N to 0.85N. In [41], a real-time robot-based system
was developed that can measure several vital physical signs
of COVID-19 symptoms, e.g., temperature detection via
infrared (IR) imaging and cough detection via acoustic data
collected during verbal screening questions which are sent
to a cough classification module (symptoms are classified
sequentially).
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FIGURE 2. Robots for COVID-19 diagnosis. (a) Lifeline Robotics’ throat swabbing robot collecting a sample (photo credit: The Maersk Mc-Kinney
Moller Institute at the University of Southern Denmark) [44]. (b) ABB’s collaborative robot, YuMi [55], was used in an application designed at the
Politecnico di Milano, in partnership with IEO to support hospitals in serological testing (photo credit: Cristina Perini) [42]. (c) MOD Robot by
Moying Robotics, Shenzhen, China (photo credit: Dr. Yiming Yang). (d) An automated liquid-handling robot (Hamilton STARlet) that will be used to
analyze swabs from patients to diagnose COVID-19 (photo credit: Max & Jules Photography) [56].

2) TESTING CAPACITY & BIO LAB AUTOMATION

Due to the high contagious and rapid spread [57] of
COVID-19, large amount of testings are constantly needed
for tracing and containing the virus. Therefore, increasing
the testing capacity is important for public health sys-
tems. In Singapore, a so-called Rapid Automated Vol-
ume Enhancer (RAVE) was developed [43] using ABB’s
high-precision robots [58], which greatly saved time and
costs and kept lab workers safe. This system can increase
the throughput to 4000 samples a day, by automating some
sample processing work that conventionally requires manual
work. In Italy, cobot Yumi [55] was developed to support
and accelerate the serological testing [42], in which the
‘‘pipetting’’ process is automated to reduce the human tester’s
fatigue from pressing the pipette repeatedly (Fig. 2(b)). Thus,
samples can be analyzed up to 450 samples/hour. Similarly,
Moying Robotics, a startup from Shenzhen, China developed
a dual-arm robot (Fig. 2(c)) that could be used to handle
hazardous biomaterial sampling. In [56], researchers inte-
grated a robotic liquid handler [59] and a polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) machine to automate the testing procedure
and increased testing capacity to hundred of samples daily
(Fig. 2(d)), with the ability to increase to 3000 samples
per day. An ultra-high-throughput Mass Spectrometry (MS)

platform [60] was developed for Clinical Proteomics; by con-
ducting the sample pipetting and mixing with liquid handling
robots, the workflow can handle up to 180 samples per day.
In [61], researchers used liquid-handling robots, RNA extrac-
tion and quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR)
reagents to set-up a reproducible workflow for RT-qPCR
SARS-CoV-2 testing. With automated SARS-CoV-2 PCR
testing, increases in capacity and improvement in testing
flexibility can be better adapted to future protocol changes.

B. SCREENING

Screening [39], [62]–[64] is an inexpensive but effective way
to help identify and control the COVID-19 symptoms, espe-
cially in populated areas. In [39], amobile robot was equipped
with high-accuracy thermometers, which were particularly
developed for outdoor usage. With an intelligent temperature
compensation algorithm, an accuracy to within 0.2◦C was
achieved in an outdoor environment. Dr. Spot (Fig. 3(a)),
a quadruped robot was developed [62], [65] to contactlessly
monitor vital signs such as skin temperature, respiratory
rate (RR), heart rate (HR) and blood oxygen saturation
(SpO2), which conventionally requires in-person contact.
Robot-controlled IR and multi-monochrome cameras are uti-
lized to track the facial skin temperature, HR, RR and SpO2.
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FIGURE 3. Robots for screening. (a) Quadruped mobile robotic platform Dr. Spot for contactless vital signs monitoring [62]. (b) Drones equipped
with infrared cameras to measure the temperature of people who was quarantined in their apartments (photo credit: geospatialmedia.net) [47].
(c) The Draganfly drone (photo credit: Draganfly) [46]. (d) The pandemic drone can detect individuals with a combination of elevated body
temperature, elevated heart rate, indicative respiratory rates and coughing (photo credit: Draganfly) [46]. (e) Misty screening a person with
temperature sensing capability and asking screening questions (photo credit: Misty Robotics) [50].

An agile robotic system can adjust the distance and angle of
the view of IR to properly obtain vital signs from patients.
Three monochrome cameras, outfitted at wavelength 660nm,
810nm, and 880nm, are simultaneously used to measure HR,
RR, and SpO2. Another advantage of Dr. Spot is that it is not
limited by stairs. Dr. Spot also has a tablet screen to perform
telemedicine. Drones [47], [66], [67] have the advantage of
not being restricted by the terrain, and can be equipped with
different temperature sensing components, such as IR sensor,
thermometer, thermal camera, etc. Thus, drones are effective
in screening the temperature in public places. In [47], a drone
was used to monitor people’s temperature in a high resi-
dential building (Fig. 3(b)). Draganfly [46], [68] developed
drones (Fig. 3(c), Fig. 3(d)) to detect physical signs such as
temperature, heart rate, respiratory rates, coughing/sneezing
in crowds, etc. It uses specialized sensors, machine vision
and AI algorithms to achieve above-mentioned monitoring
purposes. UBTECH [48], [69] developed robots like Aimbot
and Cruzr that can accomplish the temperature screening in
different indoor and outdoor conditions. Misty Robotics [50]
developed a social-robot-like desktop robot with tempera-
ture measure capability and human robot interaction (HRI)
features such as health screening questions (Fig. 3(e)).
The thermal camera can provide 0.5◦C accuracy. In [70],
a 5G patrol robot, which is equipped with 5 high-resolution
cameras and infrared thermometers, is capable of scan-
ning the temperature of 10 people simultaneously within
a radius of 5 meters and can monitor mask wearings.

Any suspect cases will be automatically sent to the relevant
authorities.

C. ADVANTAGES

Compared with conventional diagnosis and screening, robots
have the following advantages. First, robots can work
intensively in risky environments, greatly reducing the unnec-
essary contact between the medical staff and patients, there-
fore increasing healthcare workers’ safety [71] and reduce
their pressures [72]. Second, a robot can work extra long
hours, therefore greatly reducing the fatigue of the doc-
tors and nurses. For example, in the serological testing
presented [55], one purpose of the automated pipetting is
to release lab technician from the exhaustive work of press-
ing the pipette. Third, a robot can automate many testing
procedures and therefore increase efficiency and throughput.
Fourth, the robot can leverage multiple sensors to accomplish
multiple tasks simultaneously. Many robots developed dur-
ing COVID-19 are equipped with multiple sensors such as
cameras, thermal sensors, IR, speakers, microphones, etc. For
example, many multi-functional social robots have expanded
their roles and started to have diagnosis functions such as
temperature checking and questionnaires [51], [73]. Finally,
the booming of robot applications are catalyzed by the new
information technology development. With these new tech-
nologies, the robot can not only perform many tasks as a
standalone unit, but also help to share the information and
build a complete network to better tackle this pandemic.
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Because of the above powerful capabilities, robots are found
in every corner of the front line and have become our essential
warriors in this battle against the COVID-19.

D. CHALLENGES

With all the above-mentioned promising development of the
robot technologies in this COVID-19, there are still a lot of
challenges to face.
First, the level of autonomy needs to be continuously

improved. For example, some robot-assisted sampling proce-
dures can avoid close contact between the medical staff and
the patients, but teleoperations are still required to finish the
sampling. Therefore, if the fully autonomous procedure are
wanted, a lot of components have to be integrated, such as
HRI, computer vision, AI, etc.
Second, the reliability needs to be guaranteed in many

applications. For example, the robot needs to have superior
safety features since it either directly interacts with human
or works in a densely populated environment. Also, many
technologies need to be refined for medical use. For instance,
AI and computer vision are widely used in human detection,
face recognition, diagnosis, etc. Any false positive or false
negative mistakes will cause great risk for the public heath.
Third, sensor technologies and underlying components of

the robot need to be improved. Robotics is a complex system
engineering field and every single component can contribute
to the overall performance. For example, temperature screen-
ing is important at hospitals and other public places. The
temperature measurement accuracy is crucial for this pur-
pose. Advanced thermal cameras are accurate in temperature
measurement, but high-end thermal cameras are prohibitively
expensive thus unrealistic to be massively deployed. Beyond
the hardware development, many algorithms are developed
to monitor vital physical signs from sensor data. How to
extract the useful information from the sensors and get the
desired accuracy/sensitivity is also a nontrivial task. Some
tasks require improvement of both hardware and algorithms,
for example, monitoring crowded public areas in real-time
requires abundant computing power and reliable algorithms.
Finally, building a complete network also requires massive

amount of work. Most robots reported so far are working as
individual units, although some robots can report suspicious
cases to supervision departments. In the future, more robots
can be connected through modern infrastructures such as IoT,
5G, AI, cloud technology, etc. A smart network can thus
be formed by intelligently leveraging all the available infor-
mation to monitor the pandemic situation within the whole
community or society, instead of a single hospital or building.
This smart network can provide much more effective guides
for fighting the pandemic and policy makings.

III. DISINFECTION

Autonomous robots are ideal for working in places that are
dangerous to humans, such as mining [74], nuclear plant
maintenance [75], and underwater exploration [76]. In the
same way, robots are ideal for tasks that are risky for

humans, such as disinfecting areas to prevent the spread of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus [77].

Robots for disinfection can be divided in two main
branches: light based and liquid agent spray [77]. These
robots can be mobile based, drones or semi-autonomous
mechanisms, requiring a human-in-the-loop operation [78].

A. UV-BASED DISINFECTION

A common way to sterilize bacteria and disinfect fresh water
is using ultraviolet (UV) technology. In the early 1900’s,
Niels Finsen won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine
for his use of UV light on the skin for disinfection. There
are three types of UV lights, they are UV-A (315 to 400nm),
UV-B (280 to 315nm), and UV-C (100 to 280nm). UV-A
and UV-B rays are what caused the sunburns on humans.
However, UV-C rays aremore intense and are usually blocked
by the Earth’s ozone layer. UV lamps used in disinfection are
commonly UV-C type; these can emit 20 joules per square
meter per second (at 1-meter distance) of 254-nanometer
light, which guarantee to kill 99.99 percent of germs.

In order to disinfect a surface with UV light, the surface
is only exposed directly for a couple of minutes since the
UV radiation can cause damages to human if the exposition
is longer, especially in eyes and skin. A common way to
disinfect areas and spaces with UV is with mobile systems
such as robotic carts or to use systems moved by humans
such as small handheld devices for disinfecting specific
areas [78]. However, robotic solutions are favored when dis-
infecting multiple rooms or highly contaminated places with
COVID-19, such as hospital rooms [77].

The robotic UV platforms are essentially mobile robots
with adapted UV lights on top of them. These robots com-
monly integrate sensors for navigation and detection, such as
lidars, cameras, infrared and ultrasound sensors. The robots
fuse the sensors to perform simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) to find their way when navigating through
the room and to avoid obstacles and detect any humans
that may walk in front of the robot. In this setup, robotic
UV platforms can include a map of a facility and navigate
autonomously to a schedule base, autonomously recharging
and performing disinfection 24/7 without human supervision.
These robots normally integrate the algorithms for human
detection and automatically deactivate the UV in the pres-
ence of humans. In addition, the disinfection process is more
consistent than if performed by a human, while the medical
staff is freed from this repetitive task to do more meaningful
tasks such as taking care of the patients [79].

During this pandemic, different types of disinfection robots
have been developed to fight against the novel coronavirus
crisis. Some designs are mainly mixed matches of commer-
cially available mobile platforms with customized UV lamps,
while other robots are more sophisticated with complete
roboticmechanisms tailored for switching on/off UV-C lamps
while covering entire floors in a building [80].

The MIT UV robot, which operates in food banks, con-
sists of a commercial base from AVA robotics together with
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FIGURE 4. UV-C robots. (a) Xenex light strike robot (photo credit: Xenex). (b) UVD robot moving and disinfecting a surgery room (photo credit: UVD
Robot). (c) Akara robot disinfecting corners in a laboratory room (photo credit: Akara Robotics). (d) MIT UV robot disinfecting food bank (photo
credit: MIT).

a customized UV light controller. The robot includes four
UV-C lamps, and it takes 30 minutes to cover 370 square
meters with a nominal speed of 0.1m/s [79]. Another exam-
ple of mobile platforms topped with UV is the UV-C robot
2.0 by Building Momentum, which is a line-follower mobile
platform topped with 6 UV-C light. Similarly, Violet from
Akara Robotics Ltd., is a disinfection robot that can sense
people and turn off its emitter if necessary. Violet is basi-
cally a ‘‘turtlebot’’ mobile platform with a single UV-C lamp
attached on top. The small footprint makes it very accessible
to move in narrow corners in hospital rooms with multiple
medical devices [81].

Commercial UV robots are well-defined products with full
sensing capabilities to understand their working environment,
able to detect people, automatic recharge capabilities and
perform pre-programmed routes for 24/7 service (as shown
in Fig. 4).

UVD Robot is a Danish company developing robots for
disinfecting hospital rooms, trains, and airplanes. The robot is
designed to have small footprint and full sensing capabilities.
It is equipped with 3D sensors for understanding all the
details from the scene, recognize obstacles and implement a
logic that prevents the activation of UV-C rays in the presence

of humans or when the robot is too close to a wall or an
object.

Omron developed a robot equipped with lasers and pas-
sive infrared (PIR) motion sensors for obstacle detection
and avoidance. It can maneuver through narrow corridors,
elevators, and automatic doors. The robot can shut off its
UV-C light upon detecting people to avoid radiation expo-
sure. The robot can follow a mapped route indoors, reducing
the need for staff time dedicated to manual cleaning. The
robot also includes safety features such as a bumper, sonar,
and emergency stop, plus an automatic charging and a smooth
touch interface for control.

Geek+ Technology Co. developed Lavender, a robot with
UV light for disinfection. The autonomous mobile robot is
designed to automatically avoid obstacles and to work around
the clock in spaces including warehouses, offices, schools,
stores, transportation stations, and hospitals. The disinfection
robots can run and recharge without human intervention.
They use SLAM to navigate the robot in challenging spaces
surrounded by medical equipment. The use of multiple sen-
sors enables the robot to detect objects and interact with the
building’s infrastructure, so that they can operate in complex
environments, even manipulating elevators.
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Xenex’s developed a pulsed, high-energy light robot. The
broad-spectrumUV light technology used byXenex’s robot is
uniquely lethal to microorganisms – it is 4300× more intense
in peak power than a mercury lamp. The fast disinfection
cycles can provide the capability to disinfect a patient room
in as little as 10 minutes and to disinfect the surgical suite
in 20 minutes or less.
UBTECH is developing a re-configurable autonomous

UV-C robot, which can navigate in healthcare and hospital
facilities. Moreover, it can reconfigure the height and UV-C
power for different application scenarios [48]. UV-C is not
exclusive for autonomous robots, the GermFalcon is a UV-C
disinfecting mechanism for airplanes. As the device is not
fully autonomous, human operators are needed to move it
inside the aircraft. The robot integrates a shield for protecting
the human operator from the UV-C rays [78].
The development of robot for disinfecting includes navi-

gation algorithms such as wall following for deploying the
robots in public spaces [82]. In addition to specialized algo-
rithms, UV robots can also use IoT-based technologies to
combat the coronavirus [83].

B. LIQUID-BASED DISINFECTION

Robots can perform disinfection using different methods such
as emittingUV-C light or spraying areas with liquid agents for
sterilization.
Geek+ Technology Co. developed another robot called

Jasmin. Jasmin uses liquid agents for swift and automated
sterilization. Similar to their UV robot Lavender, both are
autonomous mobile robots that are able to automatically
avoid obstacles and to work 24/7 inmultiple industries requir-
ing disinfection.
Aimbot robot from UBTECH has also been adapted with

spray liquid agents to disinfect hospitals and indoor area, such
as hospital and healthcare rooms (Fig. 5).

Drone technology is often used for videography and pho-
tography, but the unmanned aircraft systems can also be
used to fight the spread of coronavirus. The flexibility of
drones enables the disinfection of many open areas. The
liquid spray is set in containers equidistant from the robot’s
center of gravity, under the drone propellers. In Dubai, drones
are being used to disinfect the whole city [84]. In America,
the company EagleHawk is performing a test for disinfecting
large open areas, such as football fields [85]. The OMI Drone
disinfection system disperses a mist of EPA approved agents
that kills COVID-19 and 99.9% of bacteria within 60 seconds
of contact [86]. SkySkopes is also testing the use of thermal
sensors that are positioned in stationary locations above the
research participants. The sensors can detect every individ-
ual’s temperature and help to ensure that an individual is
healthy enough to return to the office [67].

C. ADVANTAGES

The main advantage of autonomous robots for disinfection is
that they can work 24/7 with their auto-recharge capability.
Another notable benefit of the autonomous robot is that they

FIGURE 5. A spray liquid disinfection robot (photo credit: UBTECH
Robotics). (a) Robot moving in hospital. (b) Robot spraying liquid agent.

can be pre-programmed to follow a specific path for disinfect-
ing target areas. In other words, the robotics system can work
all times performing disinfection, auto-recharging, while lib-
erating time for healthcare workers to focus on other more
critical activities, such as interacting with patients. Another
advantage is to reduce the contact between the medical staff
and the virus, thus ensuring the safety of them.

D. CHALLENGES

Perhaps the most notable drawbacks of UV disinfection are
power and distance. The UV light could neither be used
on large open spaces nor to disinfect hidden areas under
the shadow of objects. As the UV-C radiation is not highly
penetrating [87], it may be ineffective in sterilizing the inner
layers of certain PPEs, such as N-95 FFR pores [88]. Sim-
ilarly, robots applying spray agents may not be useful in
areas with gaps or holes where hard to reach by the liquid.
A more comprehensive approach can be to combine in one
autonomous robot both technologies to guarantee a higher
rate of disinfection.

IV. SURGERY & TELEHEALTH

A. SURGERY

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, the healthcare indus-
try has had to adapt in order to provide care to those that
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need it most. At the onset of the pandemic, patients and med-
ical providers were instructed to postpone elective surgeries.
While postponing procedures was initially the best option
due to the many unknowns presented by COVID-19 it is now
important that those individuals receive care. Postponing an
elective procedure can have a profound psychological impact
to the patient showing increases anxiety and pain [89]. The
increase of anxiety coupled with the social isolation of the
pandemic can severely impact a patient’s quality of life. Due
to these effects along with a backlog of procedures, hospi-
tals need a safe path forward to resume conducting surgical
procedures [90].
Here we have compiled a list of references that detail the

best practices and recommended changes to the operating
theater during the COVID-19 pandemic [91]–[103]. Themost
notable best practices are the reduction of aerosolization
during surgical procedures along with minimizing exposure
to the surgical staff.
Robotic surgeries offer many advantages to the safety of

both the patient and healthcare professionals in the era of
COVID-19. It has been shown that through the use of four
robotic arms that certain gynecological operations can be
completed with one less assistant in the room. This is accom-
plished by using one robot arm for traction and avoiding the
need for an additional assistant in the operating room [104].
While these results are preliminary with a small sample size
it highlights the potential to reduce the overall exposure to
healthcare professionals during robotic procedures.
Additional benefits of robotic surgeries are the decreased

recovery times along with less time spent in the hospital post
operation [105]. The reduction in postoperative recovery and
care reduces the overall exposure to all patients and health-
care professionals in the hospital (Fig. 6(a-c)). As robotic pro-
cedures expand and new technologies are developed, we can
expect to see an even greater reduction in exposure risks to
healthcare professionals. In addition, a reduction in required
PPE can be expected due to fewer healthcare professionals
required in the operating theater along with the reduced
patient time in the hospital [106], [107].
During robotic procedures, the intra-abdominal pressure

for robotic surgeries is lower than that of similar laparo-
scopic procedures reducing the risk of rapid release from
trocar valves resulting in aerosolization of potential virus
particles [94]. Small adaptations to robotic surgeries can
tackle multiple issues posed by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Adjustments in the staff in the operating theater along with
accounting for aerosolization can reduce the risk to healthcare
professionals.

B. TELEHEALTH

With the spread of COVID-19, the healthcare industry needed
to quickly adopt new methods for treating patients. One
of the top successes early in the pandemic was the rapid
adoption of telehealth by many major healthcare provides.
Telehealth is the distribution of healthcare related services
through electronic means ranging from video visits, virtual

FIGURE 6. Surgical robots used in COVID-19. (a) Contactless robotic
surgery procedure (photo credit: Multi-Scale Robotics Lab) [89].
(b) Da Vinci SP surgical system (photo credit: Intuitive Surgical, Inc.).
(c) CMR’s Versius robot for minimal access surgery (photo credit: CMR
Surgical) [108].

check-in, and communication through an online portal [109].
While more than 50 U.S. health systems already had such
systems in place, they were, however, under-utilized [110].
Much of the under-utilization of telehealth was due to a
historic leaning of many healthcare professionals needing
face-to-face patient-provider interactions along with the eco-
nomics impact of a telehealth visit. While some payers are
lagging behind, the Coronavirus Preparedness and Response
Supplemental Appropriations Act of 2020 passed by the U.S.
Congress allowsMedicare reimbursement at the same rate for
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both in-person and virtual patient-provider visits. Aligning
the economics of in-person and virtual visits is critical in
encouraging the investment in and development of providers
telehealth infrastructure.
In the first wave of COVID-19 cases during ‘‘stay-

at-home’’ orders telehealth providers allowed patients to
continue to have access to their medical care. For patients
experiencing COVID-19 symptoms that would be a high
risk of infecting others, telehealth allowed the healthcare
professionals to triage and monitor patients from a safe
distance [19]. This isolation of high-risk patients not only
eliminated the exposure of healthcare staff and other patients
but reduced the required PPE during patient interaction.
The primary method of telehealth for patient triage is

done through telepresence technologies. A telepresence robot
could consist of a mobile platform that may or may not
include navigation and other autonomous features allow-
ing the robot to move seamlessly between tasks. These
autonomous features are critically important because care
professionals are already overburdened [72]. Boston Dynam-
ics’ Spot robot has be deployed in hospitals in a pilot study.
Much of the benefit to using Spot was in how capable the
systems is in adapting to varying terrain [112]. During the
study the Spot was successfully used in a triage tent located in
a parking lot (Fig. 7(c)). The TRINA robot which is currently
in development is used as a telenurse (Fig. 7(f)) has explored
both direct teleoperation and supervisory control [49].
Healthcare professionals will often place themselves at risk

to complete trivial tasks at the patient’s bedside. Much of
the existing medical equipment infrastructure requires that
changes bemade on the user interface of the device. Although
it can be assumed that future equipment will be controlled
remotely, the current investments and scale of existing equip-
ment necessitate that providers explore the use of telerobotic
systems that allow remote users to manipulate existing equip-
ment [38]. Adding remote functionality to existing equipment
would enable hospitals to not only manage costs but quickly
adopt new capabilities. These upgrades to existing equipment
allow staff to avoid excessive PPE use along with reducing
exposure to contagious patients.
Many of the lessons learned in the development of surgical

and telepresence robotic platforms can be used to bridge the
gap in current telehealth technologies. Incorporating teler-
obotics with telepresence, autonomous systems can be used
to deliver more efficient remote care [19], [71]. By incorpo-
rating telerobotics into the existing telehealth infrastructure,
healthcare providers could avoid a complete halt of elective
medical procedures during future ‘‘stay-at-home’’ orders.
Examples of remote telerobots for diagnosis or even sur-

gical procedures have been around for over 20 years. The
ZEUS system (Computer Motion, Galeta, CA) completed
a surgical operation with 14,000km between patient and
surgeon [115]. Even with the excitement surrounding early
development in remote procedures little has be done until now
with remote teleprocedures. There are many developments
in telerobotics that suggest that telehealth and telerobotics

will continue to evolve to a point where full procedures can
be completed remotely. Advancements in tactile telerobot
show that systems are getting more intuitive to use and
improving user performance [116]. Recent studies motivated
by current COVID-19 restrictions show the possibility of
remote robot-assisted procedures. In [111], the obstetrical
ultrasound image is obtained by a sonographer (Fig. 7(a-b))
who operated a ultrasound (US) probe through a telerobot
that is 605km away. Ultrasound is an important diagnostic
method for patients with COVID-19 and provides important
information for treatment strategies. In [113], [114], [117],
an MGIUS-R3 robotic tele-echography system [118] is used
to conduct a remote US diagnosis. The physician’s side has
a console and two imaging monitors to display a live video
and the US image; the patient side includes a US device and
a 6DOF arm with a force sensor equipped with convex and
linear array transducers. Using the above system, a patient
could be examined by a doctor that is 700km [113] or even
1479km away [114]. In [119], a gantry-style robotic platform,
which has 4 axes at the gantry-style positioning unit and
4 axes at the passive-actuated end-effector, is specifically
developed for lung ultrasound. Most of the remote proce-
dures were conducted with the patient and technician in
one room while the physician is located in a remote loca-
tion, as shown in Fig. 7(a-b,d-f). These procedures show that
remote robotic assisted procedures are promising in ensuring
that patients continue to receive care while ensuring soci-
etal safety. Remote telehealth procedures can also be use
reduce healthcare disparities in undeserved and rural popula-
tions where in-person procedures are either not possible due
availability of care or during ‘‘stay-at-home’’ orders [109].
Continuous development in 5G communication technologies
shows great strides in enabling remote access for telehealth
providers [120].

C. ADVANTAGES

The adoption of telehealth was accelerated as the world
began to see the full effects of COVID-19. Through tele-
health, patients are able to continue to receive medical atten-
tion while reducing overall exposure. This reduced exposure
carries over to surgical robots where patients see shorter
recovery times along with less time in the hospital post-
surgery. Receiving the necessary care along with faster
recovery times from robotic surgery improves overall treat-
ment outcomes. Robots for telehealth and teleprocedure will
keep growing as the world continues to contend with the
pandemic.

D. CHALLENGES

In a very short period of time, massive technical and eco-
nomic strides were taken to bring telehealth to its current
state since the onset of COVID-19. Primary challenges to
continued rapid growth will be in the capital investment and
development cost along with network issues outside of the
healthcare facility.
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FIGURE 7. Teleoperated robots used in COVID-19. (a) Sonographer remotely manipulates a telerobotic ultrasound system used in Saskatoon,
Canada [111]. (b) At a remote location away from the sonographer, the assistant mimics the movements of the ultrasound [111]. (c) Spot robot from
Boston Dynamics being used to triage arriving patients along with remotely collecting vitals [112]. (d) Telerobotic-assisted system performing a
lower-limb vein in the examination in Wuhan, China [113]. (e) Performance of robot-assisted teleultrasound based on 5G network [114].
(f) Telenurse TRINA robot (photo credit: the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Duke University) [49].

V. SOCIAL & CARE

During the pandemic, countries worldwide have had to prac-
tice social distancing to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Poli-
cies of social distancing could result in social isolation, which
increases the risk of both psychological and even physical
health problems, such as dementia and heart disease [121].
More importantly, as a record number of COVID-19 cases
are seen in the U.S. and Europe, there is widespread fear and
concern associated with the shortage of healthcare facilities
and human resources during the pandemic [122]. This stimu-
lates the demand of usingmore unmanned systems and robots
to share the workload in such environments. In this section
on social and care robots, we have reviewed work in both
academia and industry that presents solutions to address the
issues created by social distancing policies.

A. SOCIAL

During the pandemic, the main concerns among people
are loneliness and isolation, which are dramatically ampli-
fied [123]. A study investigating 195 user experiences
of 66 social robots identifies the main roles and functions
of social robots during pandemic [51]. They can perform as
well-being coaches to help reducing isolation by providing
daily guidance and entertainment for the quarantined public.
In detail, companion, entertainment and edutainment, med-
ical and well-being adherence, as well as the promotion of
physical exercise, are the four main fields that social robots
can provide support not only to patients but also the general
public under isolation during the pandemic [124].

More specifically, social robots during the pandemic can
improve one’s psychological health. Henkel et al. aim to

propose research that addresses the general public on how
social isolation during COVID-19 is affecting their psycho-
logical well-being. The results show that social robots have
the potential to uplift consumers’ psychological well-being
by acting in four different roles: entertainers, social enablers,
mentors, and friends [125]. The pandemic has also brought a
burden to autism research [126]. ADOS (Autism Diagnostic
Observation Schedule) for people with autism spectrum dis-
orders (ASD) needs a new solution due to social distancing
and masks worn by participants.

Another important function of social robots during the
pandemic is to help maintain social distance [127]. In [128],
a robotic system was proposed to detect pairs of human in
a crowded scenario automatically. In their study, an RGB-D
camera and 2D lidar are used to navigate the robot and
detect the distance between people, as shown in Fig. 8(a).
The robot can perform well in both static indoor context
(guided by CCTV camera) and dynamic outdoor scenarios.
A study showing that COVID-19 can negatively affect the
tourism industry discusses the use of service robots to alle-
viate concerns of patrons. The general idea is that service
robots deployed to the tourism industry can provide physical
distance and shield between tourists and employees. Despite
that, robots can still keep social connectedness and lessen the
emotional distance among tourists [129].

Rather than just helping people recover from loneliness
while keeping social distance, social robots can also supply
distance education. Based on a recent study, robot tutors
provide three major advantages over a curriculum consist-
ing of just online courses. First, robots can be used for a
curriculum that requires engagement with physical learning.
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FIGURE 8. Examples of social and care robots. (a) Social distance monitoring using computer vision and navigation methods (photo credit: Adarsh
Jagan Sathyamoorthy) [128]. (b) Lio Robot with HRI features [130]. Patient and staff interacting with Lio in a rehabilitation clinic in Switzerland
(photo credit: Justinas Mis̆eikis). (c) ARI (PAL Robotics) Humanoid Robot aims for more effective social interaction (photo credit: Sara Cooper) [73].
(d) Cruzr robot (UBTECH Robotics) checking the temperature of a healthcare worker during the demonstration [131]. (e) Moxi (Diligent Robotics)
taking care of patients in a hospital [132].

Second, they promote more prosocial behaviors. Third, stu-
dents gain more in learning while interacting with the
robots [133]. Another educational robot called Q-Bot (Quar-
antine robot) is a virtual robot in the form of an interactive
e-book story that provides information collected from CDC
for best health practices during COVID-19. The Q-Bot is
designed mainly for children [134].

Among those functions of social robots, HRI has drawn
considerable attention in the research and industrial fields
during the pandemic. Studies have been done to optimize
social robots for more reliable and human-centered HRI
performance during COVID. Lio, an already deployed, per-
sonal assistive robot with a multi-functional arm for HRI
applications is reported during COVID-19 [135]. The Lio
robot is considered as an all-in-one robotic platform with
various functions and safety features in the personal care
domain [130]. In Fig. 8(b), the Lio robot is interacting with a
patient under the staff’s guidance.

The functionality and industrial design of a robot are
closely related to the practical user scenarios. Humanoid
social robots are the most eye-catching ones in the market.
Pepper and Nao from Softbank Robotics, Care-O-bot series
from Fraunhofer IPA, TIAGo and ARI from PAL Robotics
are some examples of humanoid robots which naturally

serve as social robots with functions such as communication,
the ability to provide instructions, and physical interaction
(with facial expression, head motion, or dancing, etc.) [73].
Specifically, the ARI robot shown in Fig. 8(c) is a mobile
and social humanoid robot being developed to ask patients
COVID-related questions on the symptoms [136]. On the
other hand, social robots can also take the shape of pets that
aid in stress relief. Examples include PARO (AIST, Japan),
Aibo (Sony, Japan), and iCat (Philips Electronics, Nether-
lands). Among them, the PARO robot (in the form of a baby
harp seal) could help reduce anxiety among the elderly with
dementia [73].

Different from other robots, which also play important
roles during the pandemic, social robots offer numerous spe-
cific and even irreplaceable support to humans, especially the
elderly. As technology advancements continue to drive more
human-centered studies for social robots, we will see many
new and commercial available social robots.

B. CARE

Besides social robots, the robots categorized as ‘‘care’’ are
primarily used in the healthcare field such as in hospitals for
physical assistance with patients. For example, the usage of
robots in pandemics such as Ebola, Avian flu, and Severe
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Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) have demonstrated
their capabilities in the healthcare field, including but not lim-
ited to clinical care, patient welfare, patent data management,
and reducing fomite transmission [137].
Specifically, in the patient care context, Lee et al. propose

a pilot study where a chat robot called ‘‘Sunshine’’, will be
developed to help seniors with cognitive dysfunction [138].
Although not at the product level, Sunshine can potentially
provide human-like cognitive assistance, communication,
and simulated activities by implementing advanced speech
recognition and natural language processing algorithms. The
Sunshine robot aims to provide an efficient service for the
Alzheimer’s Disease and related dementias (ADRD) commu-
nity in light of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Beyond that of physical assistance, care robots also play

critical roles in telemedicine. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclero-
sis (ALS) is a fast-progressive neurodegenerative disease and
a good model to further develop telemedicine [139]. With the
new technologies including communication, mobility, envi-
ronment interaction, and cognitive evaluation deployed in the
telemedicine robot, ALS patients could get quality care from
robot, which can be in turn improved by the pandemic due to
heavily use and plenty of service experience.
Robots applied to a more general-purpose use in

the hospital are widely reported to help in combating
COVID-19. At the beginning of the pandemic, the Chinese
hospital, Hongshan Sports Center in Wuhan city, started
to use 14 robots for cleaning, disinfection, and medicine
delivery. In India, humanoid robots and three-wheeled robots
are deployed in the hospital to free up hands in hospitals
for more sophisticated tasks. They assist patients in isolation
wards, which greatly limits the spread of the virus [140].
The caregivers working on the frontlines could be greatly

relieved by the Cruzr robots made by UBTECH Robotics
in China. For example, Hospitals in Rwanda have received
donated Cruzr robots for fighting COVID-19 from United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP). Those robots are
used mainly for checking temperatures and monitoring the
healthcare workers and/or patients as displayed in Fig. 8(d).
Moreover, according to the workers, the robot could talk
to people in the native tongue which shows a considerable
advantage in information transfer [131].
In the meantime, robots deployed in a hospital located in

Texas, U.S., can perform repetitive chores to save the staff’s
time for more important things. Moxi, a robot from Diligent
Robotics, has been repurposed with new configurations in
respond to the COVID-19 crisis. The primary task for Moxi
is delivering consumables across the facility [132]. As shown
in Fig. 8(e), the robot is picking up tissue for a patient.
On the other side of the hospital, due to the heavy workload
in the intensive care unit (ICU), people have re-purposed
industrial exoskeletons to help with caregivers in tasks like
prone positioning [141].
Compared with social robots, care robots provide more

direct help to patients and caregivers in hospitals and other
healthcare facilities. As indefatigable ‘‘soldiers’’ in the main

battleground of the fight with COVID-19, care robots could
greatly support the war with the help of advanced robotic
technologies.

C. ADVANTAGES

Social and care robots provide many promising ways to assist
elderly people and improve the service quality of healthcare
providers during and after the pandemic. Compared to the
traditional approaches with human labor in both social care
and hospital care environments, robots can greatly improve
efficiency and quality of service in multiple aspects. First,
social robots can provide physical and virtual companion-
ship, communication, and guidance, these features will aid in
reducing the risk of virus transmission while serving the pri-
mary functions. Second, robots designed in different forms or
addressing specific functions could facilitate the aimed tasks
efficiently compared to humans. Third, social and care robots
can work tirelessly in hospitals during the pandemic. The
advantages of social and care robots have greatly expanded
during COVID-19 with the help of numerous researchers
and healthcare providers whose works are also significantly
impacted by COVID-19 [133].

D. CHALLENGES

The COVID-19 pandemic will have a long-last impact on
the entire research areas [142]. Specifically, the challenges
falling on the social and care robot research areas are appar-
ent. First, the pandemic could affect HRI research greatly,
specifically on the human subject-oriented research area.
Those research studies require human subjects to perform
experiments which can take a year or more to finish, and
studies involving tactile or multiparty interactions are cur-
rently limited or suspended. The results of the pandemic on
the ongoing researches can be detrimental to ongoing and
new studies. Ultimately, some research projects might change
their directions towards more methodological and/or theo-
retical [142]. Second, privacy incursion is always a serious
issue for electronic devices, including robots working closely
with the human. As the information technology being rapidly
developed, electronic devices including social and care robots
are trying to obtain personal information about users to be
shared between commonly used tools and robots. For exam-
ple, robots in use need to record a users’ voice, face, and
body images that can be divulged if they are not appropriately
secured [143]. Another challenge people can easily ignore is
the potential virus transmission via shared robots with fre-
quent physical human-robot interaction (pHRI). For example,
although the robotic pets could help relieve elderly people’s
loneliness, as a shared public resource among senior adults
they might carry the virus and spread it out [144]. Finally,
someone may also argue that robots can easily replace human
labor in the elderly care field, causing the loss of expe-
rience capacity of human caregivers after the pandemic is
over [143]. All of those challenges are still open and under
broader discussion even after the robots have been deployed.
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FIGURE 9. Autonomous ground vehicles for delivery. (a) Scout, the delivery robot (photo credit: Amazon, Inc.) (b) White Rhino delivery robot in
Wuhan, China (photo credit: White Rhino, Inc.) [145]. (c) The REV-1 robot in Ann Arbor, Michigan (photo credit: Refraction AI) [146]. (d) The Pony.ai
delivery service using self-driving cars in California (photo credit: Pony.ai) [147]. (e) UDI self-driving vehicle, Hercules, delivering lunch boxes to
workers in Shenzhen, China (photo credit: UDI) [148]. (f) Nuro ferrying medical supplies to a makeshift medical facility in California (photo
credit: Nuro, Inc.) [149].

VI. LOGISTICS & MANUFACTURING

A. LOGISTICS

Package delivery, or last-mile logistics, has been mostly sus-
pended during the lockdowns associated with COVID-19.
This blocks the movement of supplies and results in the
shortage of commodities throughout the supply chains of
multiple industries. On the other hand, lockdown measures
have driven consumers indoors and online, which results in
a surge in demand for delivery services. These are forcing
the overloaded logistics industry to evaluate and implement
new ways of operation. Additionally, it is difficult for human
drivers to operate safely during deliveries and maintain their
social distance from customers. Logistic robots have recently
started to gain attention due to their efficiency and capacity to
meet the demand while reducing people traveling and direct
human contact for social distancing. The tremendous market
interest has also been pushing logistics robots developers to
provide large-scale operations in several U.S. cities [150].
Before COVID-19, the use of robots was rather a novelty than
a preferable choice for most consumers. With the onset of
this pandemic, autonomous robots are playing critical roles
in many activities across logistics around the world [151].
The UDI vans, called Hercules (shown in Fig. 9(e)), were

successfully deployed in three cities in China to provide
contact-less package transportation [148]. The autonomous
vehicle equips a variety of onboard sensors and leverages
satellite navigation systems to navigate through narrow street
while avoiding an unpredictable mass of pedestrians, bicy-
cles, and trucks. The truck’s neural network models facilities
fast identification of different obstacles from 3D point clouds
with a rate of 100Hz. It has already run over 1,100km a
month during the COVID-19 outbreak. A remote driving

system through the 4G/5G technology serves as a backup
strategy due to safety concerns [152]. Although it is pos-
sible for consistent delivery tasks in some scenarios, it is
challenging to handle automated delivery in all possible
realistic environments. That being said, lockdowns result in
relatively empty street that safely allows the implementations
of current state-of-the-art delivery systems. Neolix, a maker
of urban robo-delivery trucks, designed its trucks to choose
delivery routes that consist of public roads with little traf-
fic. During the pandemic, this strategy allowed the tucks to
finish 200 orders in two months, compared to 159 orders
eight months before [153]. Amazon has also put delivery
robots Scout (see Fig. 9(a)) to work during the pandemic
and is expanding tests in areas where human delivery staff
might be vulnerable to COVID-19 [154]. Likewise, Pony,
a self-driving car startup, is using its autonomous car, shown
in Fig. 9(d), to deliver packages with 200 items a day in
California, U.S.

Drones can transport cargo over rough and complex ter-
rain and are generally much more rapid and more effi-
cient than such tasks with ground vehicles [155]. Drone
deliveries have started to gain more and more atten-
tion during this pandemic [45]. To facilitate a wider
implementation of autonomous aerial delivery, the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA) granted drone flight
waivers to help fight the COVID-19 pandemic [156]. For
example, Amazon received approval to deliver packages
by drones [157]. Alphabet’s drone delivery company Wing
(Fig. 10(a)) has made over 1,000 deliveries of groceries in
two weeks in the U.S. and Australia [158]. Customers must
have their meals delivered because dining-in is not an option.
The UK government granted 8 million pounds for testing
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FIGURE 10. Autonomous drones for delivery. (a) Wing delivery drone (photo credit: Wing, Inc.) [158]. (b) Zipline delivery drone (photo credit:
Zipline, Inc.) [160]. (c) Walmart’s pilot drone delivery program in Las Vegas, U.S., transporting COVID-19 tests (photo credit: Walmart, Inc.) [161].
(d) UPS has launched two healthcare-related drone delivery trials during the pandemic (photo credit: UPS, Inc.) [162].

drones and evaluating the feasibility of aerial deliver in the
future [146]. In Ann Arbor, Michigan, eight self-driving
REV-1 robots that resemble bicycles (shown in Fig. 9(c))
from the startup Refraction AI are making 100 lunch deliver-
ies daily [159].
Autonomous delivery of medical stuff reduces human

involvement in the medical supplies, which decreases the
clinic and pharmacy overcrowding by making it more
practical for non-urgent patients to receive care in local
clinics closer to home [160]. The White Rhino Auto com-
pany proposed an unmanned vehicle, as shown in Fig. 9(b),
to transport medical supplies for doctors and patients in
Wuhan’s Guanggu Field Hospital [145]. Nuro company is
using its small fleet of road-legal delivery robots, as presented
in Fig. 9(f), to transport medical supplies around two sta-
diums that have been converted into treatment facilities for
people stricken with COVID-19 in California, U.S. [149].
A drone invented by a California-based startup Volansi, Inc.,
has been used to deliver medicines and vaccines from a
Merck manufacturing facility in North Carolina to a nearby
healthcare clinic [163]. It demonstrates that the use of a
drone could streamline the operations and cut costs across

distribution networks. The Italian company Elite Consult-
ing started the transport of swabs and small medicines with
the DJI Matrice 200 series drone equipped with a specially
designed box preventing the leak of biological material [164].
Walmart launched a pilot drone delivery program that drops
off COVID-19 tests to homes nearby the North Las Vegas
store in September 2020 [161] (see Fig. 10(c)). Zipline,
a California-based drone-delivery startup, delivers critical
medical supplies such asmasks, test samples, and blood prod-
ucts in Ghana [165] and Rwanda [160] (see Fig. 10(b)). UPS
has launched healthcare-related trials during the pandemic to
deliver prescription medication from a nearby CVS in Florida
and to offers fast shipping of time-sensitive medical supplies
and PPE in North Carolina, U.S. [162] (see Fig. 10(d)).
Furthermore, in hospital, to avoid the spread of disease within
hospitals and to preserve the health of medical staff and
patients, autonomous mobile robots were used for drug dis-
tribution [166]. Diligent Robotics deployed the commercial
mobile manipulator, Moxi, to respond to COVID-19 crisis by
picking supplies out of supply closets and delivering them to
patient rooms in healthcare [132]. Overall, robotic delivery
has been shown to be a useful alternative to human labor.
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On the other hand, inwarehouses drones have been actively
applied to expedite inventory counting, optimize routes
around a warehouse when pulling inventory, and improve the
staff safety [167]. For example, the Ware, a California-based
technology company, launched its first warehouse inventory
automation system built on Skydio 2 quadrotors [168].

B. MANUFACTURING

The distance between workers in factory and contact with
contaminated surfaces are listed as restrictions to follow by
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
to reduce workers’ risk for exposure to the novel coronavirus.
The health and safety of workers are still two of the biggest
concerns after the factories coming back online. Collabora-
tive robots, or ‘‘cobots’’ in short, on a production line are
able to operate safely within close proximity to humans and
help their human coworkers maintain social distance. Here
are some examples.

FIGURE 11. Robots in manufacturing. (a) Robotic palletizing system for
servicing multiple conveyor lines and promoting social distancing among
manual labor (photo credit: Midwest Engineered Systems, Inc.) [171].
(b) Robotic arms processing raw lamb on the meatpacking line (photo
credit: SCOTT Automation).

GE Healthcare partnered with Midwest Engineered Sys-
tems (MWES) are integrating Universal Robots (UR) robots
on assembly lines to help fabricate consumables for venti-
lators. Robotic palletizing and depalletizing with a FANUC
robot in MWES, as shown in Fig. 11(a), also get increased

throughput while practicing social distancing at the same
time. Mobile robots like [169] and inVia Robotics [170] pro-
mote social distancing by delivering parts to assembly lines,
transporting work-in-process (WIP), and managing material
handling in warehouses [171]. Automation of factory floor
movement improves process flow and reduces turnaround
time for product processing without personnel intervention.
The automated processing line allows automated sterilization
and disinfection to eliminate the risk of foreign contaminants.
The remote controlling and monitoring of the manufacturing
through the automated systems also negate the need for per-
sonnel presence [172].

In the meat processing industry, with dozens of slaugh-
terhouses closed or cutting back operations, meat shortages
have happened in both Europe and the U.S. Robots in some
slaughterhouses have been taking over works in Europe.
Meatpacking robots allow packing workers working virtu-
ally shoulder-to-shoulder on assembly lines without exposing
workers to bone-chilling temperatures and the danger of sharp
tools [173] (see Fig. 11(b)).

After the outbreak of COVID-19, healthcare facilities
around the world found themselves in short supplies of PPE,
such as masks, face shield visors, and protective clothing.
Fortunately, many researchers and companies stepped up and
began leveraging robotic production techniques to quickly
manufacture the needed goods. For example, researchers at
the Queen Mary University of London teamed up to produce
reusable visors using 3D printers and already delivered more
than 1,500 visors. DOF Robotics, a producer of dynamic
simulation platforms, has joined the fight against COVID-19
by manufacturing PPE, too [174]. While a large number of
human workers are still needed to produce sufficient PPE
to meet the demand, players in traditional industries such
as the automobile manufacturers who have deployed robots
in manufacturing for decades could be leveraged and par-
tially repurposed. For example, vast robot-assisted automated
PPE manufacturing lines have been created by BYD and
Foxconn [175]. A model for faster integration of cobots
and design guidelines for workstations to ramp up ventilator
production while maintaining social distancing is provided
in [176].

C. ADVANTAGES

There are numerous advantages of autonomous logistic
robots over traditional approach with human labor in this
pandemic. To reduce human labor cost in supply chains,
robots in the warehouses avoid cross-infection, increase order
accuracy and productivity, cut down on workplace injuries,
reduce mistakes, and shorten downtime due to inventory
checks [167], [177]. Delivery robots allow lower costs for
the client and the consumer, decreased traffic congestion,
lower emissions, and total visibility throughout the entire
journey [178]. Transport by drone is 8 to 12 times faster
than ground vehicles and virtually noiseless [179]. As new
lockdown periods took hold in the latter part of the pandemic,
many countries turned to aerial delivery in order to keep
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people safe [66], [180]. This pandemic may also lead top
retailers like Amazon and Walmart to accelerate automation
to lessen their dependence on human labor [181]. Cobots
in the manufacturing industry eliminate repetitive tasks for
workers. Cobots with flexible software could easily switch
into different function modes and cobots with arm attach-
ments can have their arms easily adapted to various tasks.
This modularity allows the robot’s repurposing from one task
to another in a way that other robots cannot do [182]. Cobots
also ensure a safer work environment since they are designed
with high priority of safe human-robot interaction like active
collision avoidance [183].

D. CHALLENGES

Autonomous mobile robots in the warehouses move slowly
for safety reasons, are better for lightweight tasks, have
intense demands on the area of use. Although sidewalk
robots, self-driving cars, and drones have been already tested
for deliveries in at least six states in the U.S., they only
count for a tiny fraction of goods delivered. Ground robots
are commonly expensive due to the high costs of sensors
such as 3D lidar and processor. They cannot autonomously
move safely in busy streets or communities hampered by
some technical bottlenecks of perception and localization.
Humans have to supervise the robots to prevent mistakes and
help them out of some confusing situations [184]. The higher
risk of malfunction blocks the wider application of drones
during delivery operations, with their battery life shortened.
Presently, drones are not able to fly in heavy rain or in extreme
wind, have limited battery capacity, and significantly rely
on satellite-based positioning systems for trajectory track-
ing [185]. Variability is one of the biggest challenges of
cobots in workspaces. Some variation in environment and
tasks are minor for humans but can be a major problem for
cobots’ repeatability.

VII. OTHER ROBOTS

The COVID-19 pandemic is having a significant impact
on almost every industry in human society. In addition to
the industries and application fields discussed above, other
industries and fields have also seen new robots emerged
or existing robots repurposed, albeit of a smaller number,
to fight the COVID-19 pandemic. These robots will be dis-
cussed below, together with their advantages and current
challenges. It is believed that many of these new ways will
remain post-pandemic for further development since this pub-
lic health crisis has not only motivated people to start these
innovative approaches but also changed the way people think.

A. AGRICULTURE

This pandemic has had a sharp effect on agricultural activ-
ities, causing labor shortages as well as disrupting the
agro-food supply chain [186], [187]. It has been men-
tioned [188] that the COVID-19 pandemic may speed up
the adoption of agricultural robots to pick fruits and veg-
etables in Europe, as the COVID-19 crisis has dramatically

affected the ability of migrant seasonal workers to travel.
Research and Markets published an article on the robotics
industry, entitled ‘‘Agricultural Robots: A Growing Trend
Amid COVID-19’’ [189], where they discuss broader impacts
of this pandemic on the agricultural sector.

Since the COVID-19, agricultural robots maker Root A.I.
has expedited the launch of some of its newest technologies
to a series of agricultural customers in the U.S. and Canada.
One of these products is a fruit-picking gripper, whichmimics
the natural ability of the human hand’s gripping and twisting
motion [190]. Also, a tomato-harvesting robot and a robot
that is able to precisely spray pesticide have been shown as
solutions to save labor and curb the issue of social distanc-
ing [191]. The need for robots due to labor shortage and
social distancing may be temporary, but the use of robots for
harvesting is possibly the most promising proposal within the
next five to ten years. COVID-19 has motivated farmers to
reconsider their production methods and will likely stimulate
the continual development and application of these kinds of
robots post-pandemic.

The challenges for broader deployment of robots in har-
vesting include: 1) uncertainty in the robots’ effectiveness;
and 2) a significant increase in initial production costs. Nev-
ertheless, these costs will likely be offset by continued invest-
ment and development.

B. SECURITY

In the security industry, robots allow facilities to main-
tain security operations, while not exposing patrolling secu-
rity guards to the dangers of inter-person spread of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus [192]. In Spring 2020, SMP Robotics
Systems Corp., a robotics company in California, U.S.,
deployed their proprietary security robot in outdoor protec-
tion and monitoring roles, along with human security offi-
cers. The robot (Fig. 12(a)) is fitted with surveillance and
thermal cameras which work in fully autonomous mode,
constantly patrolling while officers monitor from a dis-
patch center [192]. Outside of the U.S., this robot has been
deployed in areas such as at Abu Dhabi’s largest mall to
help keep shoppers safe throughout the day and the night.
Introducing robotic security was one of many measures
taken by the mall’s management to combat the spread of
COVID-19 among its patrons [64]. Police in Tunisia is also
using security robots to patrol streets and to enforce lock-
downs related to COVID-19 [193].

Security robots are autonomous and may come equipped
with cameras and analytic systems. These robots are, by their
nature, effective at providing security and surveillance
through regular public patrols. Moreover, the design of many
security robots made them ideal candidates to take on the role
of public healthcare [194]. Many security robot makers have
quickly repurposed or added new public safety features such
as non-mask detection, social distance detection/alert and
public safety announcement, to their existing robot products,
including Cobalt robot [195], Knightscope (Fig. 12(b)) [196],
P-Guard [197], etc. It has been reported that drones outfitted
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FIGURE 12. Security robots used in COVID-19. (a) Outdoor protection and
monitoring during the COVID-19 pandemic (photo credit: SMP Robotics
System Corp.) [192]. (b) Knightscope providing COVID-19 Public Safety
Announcements Feature (photo credit: Knightscope, Inc.) [196].

with speakers and cameras are creatively deployed by local
police department for usage of getting an announcement out
to a large area without getting police officers involved to
communicate with vulnerable populations such as the home-
less [198] or to prevent crowd gathering [199]. In addition,
many other new drones have also emerged or existing drones
have been repurposed with these features to encourage phys-
ical distancing and mask wearing during the COVID-19 pan-
demic [200]–[202].
Some challenges for security robots to be widely deployed

are: 1) maintaining human safety in public areas where the
robots operate, e.g., avoiding collisions with pedestrians in
crowded areas; and 2) improving users’ overall experience
throughout the human-robot interaction, since the mindset of
a human interacting with a security robot is patently different.

C. CONSTRUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic deepened the labor shortage of the
construction industry that was already struggling with labor
shortages before the pandemic [203]. According to Market
Research Future Reports (MRFR), COVID-19 impacted the
construction Robot Market 2020 with some primary factors,
such as lack of workforce, and adoption of automation/robots
by construction companies [204].

A promising new construction robot, Boston Dynamics’
Spot, demonstrated potential for this technology during a
recent event at HITT Contracting’s Co|Lab construction
research facility in Virginia, U.S. For the Co|Lab demon-
stration, Spot was fitted with image-capturing technology.
While data capture may be the extent of Spot’s capabilities
at the current state, it has been said the best use of the
robot could be in places in construction that are unsafe for
humans [203].

Drones can maintain a safe social distance for everyone
involved while helping with the inspection-related construc-
tion tasks such as grading, earthwork, site surveys, breaking
ground, security, progress monitoring, and identifying haz-
ards [205]. Falcon Eye Drones (FEDS), a drone company
in the Middle East and Africa region, reported that real
estate developers in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
are turning to drones in post-COVID-19 because the drone
can cut project value costs by up to 11.8% and can decrease
the time spent to compile the snag list by 32% and the
drone helped construction companies increase their reporting
turnaround by 25% while cutting down site time wastage
by 18.4% [206].

The advantages of adopting construction robots include
improvement in safety, quality, and productivity. Many types
of construction robots are already ready to perform vari-
ous construction-related activities and tasks in the current
construction market. This is especially true for 3D printing,
where construction robots, and their combination with var-
ious industrial robots, have already grown to be preferred
within the industry.

On the other hand, the challenges of widely deploying
construction robots into practice include: 1) the high cost to
adopt and maintain the required technology; 2) the barbarous
and undefined surroundings of real-world construction sites,
which will inevitably create difficulties for robots to accu-
rately perceive hazards and safely navigate.

D. OTHER HOSPITAL APPLICATIONS

We also found several other robotic applications in the hospi-
tal setting, but neither belong to Part IV nor Part V. We would
like to include them to provide a different view angle to the
readers.

1) AUTOPSY

It has been reported that researchers developed an autopsy
equipment/robot that provides safety against COVID-19 and
other airborne infections, since any virus in a dead patient’s
body may change the corpse into hazardous materials. The
prototype of its manipulator consists of linear actuator
motors, a gearbox with DC gear motor, and several other
motors.
The challenge of this application is how to design the

control system to make it function as smoothly as a hand
control or with the sensitivity of more refined IoT [207].
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2) ORTHODONTICS

It has been reported that orthodontics robots may minimize
the transmission risk of the SARS-CoV-2 virus from person
to person, thereby protecting orthodontists and their patients
during regular procedures [208].

VIII. SUMMARY

The unexpected COVID-19 pandemic and its associated lock-
downs have had significant - and mostly negative - impacts
on human society. Healthcare systems have been put under
tremendous pressure, and traditional, direct human labor has
faced enormous challenges due to the high contagiousness
and infection fatality rate of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. While
the difficulties have been presented in almost every indus-
try, robotic systems’ acceptability has increased and many
opportunities have been found and followed by robotics
developers [209].
In this paper, we discussed several new robots and sev-

eral robots that have been repurposed, in categories includ-
ing diagnosis, screening, disinfection, surgery, telehealth,
social, care, logistics, manufacturing. While many tech-
nical challenges remain unsolved, and some key compo-
nents are still expensive, robotic systems’ advantages over
traditional, direct human labor have been well-utilized by
developers and show great potential in the market. For exam-
ple, as the adoption of mobile robots grows, the demand
for related hardware, such as active binocular 3D cameras,
ultrasonic sensors and software such as fleet management
solutions and cloud services, also rises. It is very likely
that the robotics industry’s progress and growth brought
on COVID-19 will continue even after the pandemic has
subsided.
According to a study from the International Data Corp.,

worldwide spending on robotics systems is forecasted to
reach $112.4 billion by the end of 2020 [151]. Besides those
in high-level robotic system applications, we expect more
emerging developments and breakthroughs in infrastructure
like 5G communication and IoT, as well as core techniques
like VR/AR, haptics, and teleoperation. We hope that the
insights provided in this review could help new developments
of robots in combating COVID-19 and with future unex-
pected events.
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